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Smart Home Simplified

POWER
Double Down On



Twin-Turbine Powered

Experience extraordinary 2000Pa of suction power 
per turbine. Using exclusive twin-turbine technology, 
the X8 hybrid achieves double the clean with double 
the power. The force of the extra strength loosens 
deeply embedded hair and debris, and compresses it 
in the dust box for more efficient runs. 

Never miss a corner or an edge again. 
Intelligently set the most efficient cleaning route 
with laser technology. X8 hybrid quickly scans the 
whole house in a matter of minutes. On the next 
run, X8 hybrid will follow the route with precision, 
while avoiding obstacles along the way. 

Memorize multi-floor cleaning maps and 
more. RoboVac X8 hybrid can determine 
which floor it's on based on the maps it 
previously saved. You can also choose 
temporary No-Go Zones, select specific 
rooms to clean, and more on the app.

Memorize multi-floor cleaning maps and 
more. RoboVac X8 hybrid can determine 
which floor it's on based on the maps it 
previously saved. You can also choose 
temporary No-Go Zones, select specific 
rooms to clean, and more on the app.

UltraPack Dust-Compression Technology 
increases the dust box volume ultilization rate 
by 127%*, so more dust can be collected than 
ever before. This means fewer trips to empty 
the dustbox and more time relaxing.
*When compared with RoboVac 30C in the eufy lab
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